
Vocabulary Activities 
6th Grade 

 
Please complete 3 activities in a row  (up and down, across, or diagonal). 

These ideas taken from Scott Purdy’s book “Tomorrow begins at 3:00” 

This is very basic.  You may 
simply write a sentence using 

each word.  Each sentence must 
have the verb conjugated 

correctly. Articles and nouns 
must be in number and gender 

agreement. Underline each 
vocabulary word. 

 

Write a poem using as 
many words as possible. 

(It does not have to 
rhyme!) 

Make an audio recording 
of a play or some type of 

presentation of the 
vocabulary words.  You 

need to use all of the 
words and the recording 
WILL be played aloud in 

class for all to hear. 
Include a written copy of 

the script. I encourage 
you to give this one a try. 

Make up a crossword puzzle 
using at least 12 of the words.  

If you have one of the 
crossword puzzle programs for 
your computer this one is pretty 

easy.  I may even use your 
puzzle as the test!  Include an 

answer key.  (Check out puzzle 
programs on the internet, i.e. 

www.puzzlemaker.com) 

Make up a test using all of 
the words.  Creativity 

counts here.  Don't just 
write the word and leave a 

blank for fill in.  Do 
matching, multiple choice, 

fill in the blank, etc.  
Include an answer key. 

Write a creative story 
using all of the words.  
Please underline them. 

 

Write each word in a column.  
In a second column, write a 

synonym for each word and in a 
third column, write an antonym 

for each word. 

Make a set of flashcards 
with the vocabulary words 

on one side and a hand 
drawing, picture, or 

graphic (downloading 
from internet is OK) on 
the other.  Neatness is 

essential. 

Draw pictures that 
symbolize the meaning of 

all of the words.  Make 
the pictures a unified 

scene or a collage. (This 
will be very personal and 

it may carry meaning 
only for you.  If it helps 

you memorize the 
words… it’s all that 

counts!) 

 


